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Starting at: 4 pm
The next meetings will be held at 5:00pm, in Media Room, same floor of accreditation
Welcome by Brian Keaveney
Introduction by President Stan Perkins
Welcome to the championship. It is a big one, Thanks to LOC and WMA that are working together; a
big effort has been made by all parties;
WMA council is sitting here: presenting people
WMA management is also presented: 13 officers are attending this championship.
Most of the countries are there: around 102
World is changing, conditions are changing too: there are unfortunately some countries that cannot
attend this championship
Athletes will compete as usual under the WMA rules
Stan wish ’’All the best to these championship

LOC: Alvaro
Introduce the LOC Staff. All teams were working hard .The city spent a lot of money, the mayor will
be there this afternoon at opening ceremony
Responsible of officials: Alan Bell
Hello friends: For me personally it’s a pleasure to be there again. Over number of years WMA
structure goes to form a team of international officers that work and support the local officers.
They are 4 venues, but there is enough officials to ensure the competition will be under the rules
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Alan is presenting his team: ITO, International officials: starter, coordinator for the combined event
competition, coordinator of the call room, coordinator of the progress from the call room to the
tracks or field event, safety officers in the stadium and outside , data results and Spanish officers.

Margit Jungmann, VP and organization
‘’Happy to be there and work with you ‘’. Margit presents her team
Team: Leonie and Maria for the medal ceremony
Colette and Juan: taking care of the other organization aspect including secretariat aspect
Organisation matters:
Alvaro gives practical information for the Welcome ceremony
Start at 7 pm, Athlete shall be there at 6 pm, Metro: Princess Sisia
Good thing after the ceremony , stay there ………..
Parade in alphabetical (English)order , Spain last

Team leader
Working room for TL: on the upper floor , 2nd floor , some place to work . This room shall be quite, it
is not a meeting room. WIFI is available there
Brian introduce



Richard Amigo , represents WMA at Non Stadia
Lynne Schickert, secretary of the officials

Brian ask that TL respect the rules to ask questions
‘’For questions coming from the TL , use the form , bring to the TIC ‘’
Competitions Rules are on the WMA website

List of questions and answers
Question: When results will be available?
Results will be posted on internet a couple of hours after ceremony, links with WMA website will be
created
Results Posted with the same time than the event

Q: no sign from the metro to the stadium
A: signs will be put today
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Q: No sandwich at the venue
A : There are sandwich on the venues

Q: Warmup, at University, in the building?
A: on the closed stadium there is a place used by football player that cannot be used by athletes. But
there is a lane where athletes may train

Q: It is not Great Britain but United Kingdom : can that be changed?
A: Yes

Q: Boards for GB , France , United States, Canada are too small
A: no more place

Q: pole vault training, request from a lady cat 55 asking to poles
A: More poles may be obtained, ask Alvaro

Q: about the combined event
Alan: combined event: call room the first event the day 1 and the day 2 .

Q: Protest and appeals
A: make sure using the right form available from TIC

Next meeting: tomorrow at 5:00 pm. Information will be given for the cross country
If you have a question regarding how to form the team, go to Brian, in order to avoid problems.
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